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INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONSShort stories “Deca” (Children), “Kula” (Tower), and “Prozor”(Window) by Ivo Andrić belong to literature for children and youngadults according to the criteria of genre classification. Theorists ofliterature for children suggest that child’s nature best responds tocheerful and humorous content, emphasizing its “vitalisticapproach” to life and its phenomena, although “life imposes darktones as well, but the author strives to alleviate them, avoidingtraumatic scenes” (Marjanović, 2009, p. 29). It is the deeply rootedattitude mentioned that “literary works for children and youngadults do not tolerate dark scenes from reality” (Stakić, 2014, p.246). The aforementioned short stories written by Andrić shatterthe illusion of childhood as the happiest period in a person’s lifeand reveal that children “also have pains and long sufferings oftheir own” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 52), that many remembered eventsfrom the period of growing up actually represent traumas withserious consequences on the individual’s personality, so Milinkovićbelieves that Andrić’s short stories can be called ”stories for chil-dren only conditionally” and asks: ”did Andrić write children’sstories at all, or was he simply inspired by certain childhood eventswhile writing for adults” (Милинковић, 2014, p. 208). What quali-fies these stories as stories for children and young adults are theirchildhood-related topics and the fact that the protagonists are chil-dren. The thematic core of all three short stories develops fromchild’s play, but not from the innocent kind, instead, as Andrićhimself states, ”from an odd and often cruel play” (АнQрић, 1963,p. 47), which reflects a complex world of social, cultural and histor-ical relationships that make the social context of Andrić’s prose,allowing us to examine the causes of social prejudice reflectedtherein from the standpoint of sociological and psychological theo-ries. Literary language thus becomes a medium which achieves acognitive role, in addition to its aesthetic role. Expressive power ofhis style reveals the hidden sociological and psychological causes ofinterpersonal and inner conflicts of the protagonists and reflexivelayers that represent the ideological concept of Andrić’s prose. 
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IN THE LANGUAGE OF ANDRIĆ'S SHORT STORIESThe titular lexeme of the short story “Deca” (Children) is associatedwith harmlessness and naiveté of the children’s world. However,the illusion of protection of the childhood world is shattered at thevery beginning. Andrić inserted a narrative within a narrative tounderline the importance of events belonging to the thematic coreof the story. The story begins in the first person, when a namelessnarrator addresses the reader with a single sentence, stating thathis friend, a silver-haired engineer shared with him a childhoodmemory one evening. The memory is recalled straight away in theform of direct speech. Inserting a narrative within a narrative andrecalling memories from the first person perspective, in addition togiving the story a sense of credibility, suggestiveness, and emotion,emphasizes the importance of the event from the memory, becauseit is worthy of the story conveyed by the narrator. The emotionaland psychological expressiveness of the memory is also shown bythe age of the protagonist to whom the narrator lends his role. Theadjective silver-haired indicates that he is a mature man and alsoserves to underline the uniqueness of the remembered event. It is alasting memory that escaped oblivion, a memory of a childhoodgame, which shatters the illusion of childhood as a period of harm-lessness and naiveté at the very beginning of the story. Theprotagonist calls children little people who invent odd and cruelgames. Epithets odd and cruel semantically and directly define thenoun games only at first glance. Odd games, meaning a differentperspective, i.e. perception that differentiates the child’s percep-tion of the world from the rational understanding of an adult is aqualifier of the child and his games, in which the dominance ofimagination assigns a qualifier odd to rational perception. Howev-er, the epithet that describes children’s games as cruel links theworld of childhood to the adult world in which cruelty is, unfortu-nately, very common. The memory of games begins with a general description of wargames which the children from the narrator’s street waged againstchildren from the neighborhood, only to stray into a detaileddescription of a cruel variation. The game would turn into a penalexpedition in which the children from the narrator’s street wouldgo to beat up Jewish boys living in the Jewish quarter during reli-



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017166 MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆgious holidays. One spring evening, leaders of the gang, Mile andPalika, invited the narrator to join them, and the grey-haired engi-neer describes his memory of the event in the following words: “I,who has never taken part in any such endeavor, felt greatlyhonored by the two leaders” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 48). In the context ofsocial relations reflected in the literary language of Andrić’s shortstory, three lexemes are marked in the quoted sentence: endeavor,honor and leaders. They are semantically related: endeavor earnsthe honor and praise from the leader, a leader is someone who hasbecome famous through his endeavors and becomes the subject ofpraise. Their meaning in the depicted structure of the presentedsituation is opposed to their true meaning. An endeavor thatinvolves beating others involves no heroism. Such an action shouldnot be rewarded but punished, therefore individuals who practiceand encourage such behavior are tragically lacking in qualities thatmake a true leader. The question we should ask here refers to socialinfluence on the distorted perception of values in Andrić’s childprotagonists. The short story doesn’t include any specific time-frame or period indicator based on which we could pinpoint it. Thefact that boys frequent “Jewish quarters” indicates the segregationof Jews, based on which we can place the story in the period priorto WWII. This localization is further confirmed by the mention ofreligious holidays. In the post-war Socialist Federal Republic ofYugoslavia, it was not allowed to publicly celebrate religious holi-days, so this attribute indirectly guides us to place the short storyin the first third of the 20th century. Social influence on boys’ atti-tudes and values is also confirmed by the adverb in the sentencethat describes the place where the boys made an ambush for theJewish boys: “We went down the street where we usually hadbrawls with Jewish boys” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 48). The adverb usuallyreveals that this is a common practice, not unusual or rare, butquite typical. The question is – what could be the cause for violencethat one group of children practices against another. The socio-historical context of this question is contained in thepresented fact that Jewish children are victims of violence. Eversince the Middle-Ages, Jewish people, as a religious and ethnicgroup have suffered the consequences of prejudice, intolerance,and hatred which escalated in the mid-20th century when about6,000,000 Jews were killed in the Nazi-orchestrated genocide (Greif,2009). However, agents of anti-Semitism in the story are not adults,but children, “little people”, so we can explain the prejudice they



REFLECTIONS OF SOCIAL RELATIONS IN THE LANGUAGE OF ANDRIĆ’S PROSE…MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆ 167nurture in accordance with numerous psychological and sociologi-cal theories. They state that prejudices define an individual’sattitudes toward important social issues shaped by the dominanceof the irrational part of the attitude’s affective component, which isillustrated in one’s attachment to the projection of aggression,desire for domination, and narcissism (Dimoski, 2011). Accordingto the theory of social identity, prejudices are created if there is astrong identification of a child with their social group, if that groupalready nurtures prejudices, in other words, the emergence of prej-udices requires the connection between an individual and society(Nesdale, 1999, 2004). According to Tajfel and Turner, every personis a member of one social group or another, and if their affiliationwith the group is strong, the individual will perceive the membersof his/her group as close, whereas members of other social groupswill be perceived as foreign and different (Tajfel and Turner, 1979).The presence of prejudice in one’s group or the desire to emphasizethe superiority of one’s own group leads to the labeling of others asbad (Томашић, 2011). This is a crude distortion of reality, which isfurther confirmed by the strong connection between prejudicesand deep rooted stereotypes (Gidens, 2003). Theory of social identi-ty can explain the irrational feeling of superiority of the Nazis inGermany, the consequence of which was anti-Semitism and thepassing of the Nuremberg laws in 1939 that legalized the persecu-tion of Jews (Milgram, 1999). Abraham explains the delusion ofgrandeur of some nations by the fact that every nation is foundedon the myth and identifies with the main hero, stating that “this isremarkably similar to deranged ideas on the origin of mentalpatients” (А�рахам, 1999, p. 47). Socio-cognitive theory, foundedby Aboud (Aboud, 1988) explains the development of prejudice inchildren as a consequence impacted by social factors. However, thistheory doesn’t neglect the impact of cognitive processes either,underlining that the prejudices are strongest in children aged 7,which is when a child learns about the characteristics of the grouphe/she belongs to (Oppenheimer and Midzic, 2011). Dimoski indi-cates that prejudices are attitudes brought to extreme and thatthey comprise three components: cognitive, conative, andemotional, underlining the influence of the emotional component,because “the resistance of one’s attitudes to changes, intensity oftheir expression, and tendency to ignore the other two aspects ofthe attitude” depend on its intensity and quality (Dimoski, 2012, p.606). The impact of the emotional component on the behavior of



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017168 MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆAndrić’s protagonists is shown by the sentence the leaders use toapproach children, inviting them to join: “Are you my friend?”(АнQрић, 1963, p. 47). Its interrogative intonation is just a pretense,because it actually has the role of a psychological imperative: Proveyou are my friend!Emotions and social attitudes and relations are reflected in chil-dren’s behavior. Andrić’s protagonists mimic the adoptedbehavioral pattern in a game, which is not really a game, but abrutal and cruel hint of conflicts and harsh war times to come.Verbal attitudes become a deed, an act of violence from which thepretense of children’s play seemingly eliminates seriousness andconsequences left by every act of destruction and aggression. Thenarrator of the short story “Deca” (Children), although acceptingthe game with enthusiasm at first, when he is face to face with aJewish boy he is expected to hit, remains motionless. His repudia-tion of violence is symbolically hinted at in the hidden meaning ofan expressive image of the comparison used to describe the agita-tion of Jewish boys. The narrator compares them with does in aforest glen. The comparison indicates the exposure to danger, butits hidden layers of meaning also point out to the innocence of thevictim. Innocence of the victim is implicitly repeated through acomparison at the end of the story. The story ends with a dream inwhich the childhood event that causes a trauma is repeated. Thenarrator dreams that a Jewish boy with a face of a martyr isrunning past, “light on his feet and unstoppable as an angel”(??????, 1963, p. 54), whereas he, like many years before, let himpass without hitting him, although he well knows what the conse-quences will be. The dream occurs in another variation of thetraumatic event. The boy stands in the street alone and covered inspit, under relentless afternoon light, and the time stands still aswell, while his comrades are departing. In the described event, thepurpose of personifying time (it stands still) and light (it is relent-less) is to indicate the duration of the traumatic event in thesubconscious of the boy and to intensify the sense of shame due topublic humiliation. Psychoanalysts believe that in dreams, the indi-vidual goes back to the earliest events, hidden desires or fears andbecomes a child again in his mind and feelings. In sleep, the entirepsychological activity and the resistance with which the dominantpsychic force opposes the suppressed forces gives in. According toFreud, the main mechanisms of fantastic representation in dreams,or the “mechanism of dream work” are: condensation and displace-



REFLECTIONS OF SOCIAL RELATIONS IN THE LANGUAGE OF ANDRIĆ’S PROSE…MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆ 169ment (Freud, 1964, p. 28). Through condensation, two differentthoughts are combined and amalgamated into a single, multifacet-ed thought, whereas displacement is the result of censorship ofdreams. In displacement, a latent element is substituted with anallusion, thus displacing psychic emphasis from one major elementto another, less important, which makes it look as if the dream hadshifted its focus. At first glance, the narrator’s dreams are devoid ofcensorship and focus on displacement, reflecting only the conden-sation of meaning. We already said that the comparison with anangel indicates the innocence of the victim. The epithet thatdescribes the face of the Jewish boy as martyr-like has the samefunction. The aforementioned figures of speech emphasize thecondemnation of aggression. Displacement of meaning is also indi-cated by the personification of time and light which underlines theduration of the traumatic event in the subconscious mind. Howev-er, dream censorship is also present, hiding the path from theallusion to the actual element of the traumatic event. In the narra-tor’s dream, the censorship refers to inner tension and dualisticdefinition of the sense of guilt and shame. These feelings are not aconsequence of public humiliation and shame, because his friendsspat at him in the middle of the street, 2 but rather a consequenceof internal condemnation for taking part in such an act. Accordingto Syentmarton, a man cannot escape “the condemnation of hisown conscience” (Syentmarton, 1990, p. 184), the consequence ofwhich is the sense of guilt (Миливојевић, 1993).Interpersonal conflict between different groups turned into anintergroup conflict, in which the narrator was characterized asweak, unworthy, a coward, and a traitor. This shook his personalsense of security, because belonging to a group is what gives anindividual social identity. The loss of social identity causes apersonal inner conflict: how to win a place in the group, if itrequires not just external, but internal aggression as well, behavioropposed to the nature and feelings of man.3 The hero of anotherAndrić’s short story “Prozor” (Window) has a similar dilemma. Heis also a narrator who recalls a traumatic event from early child-hood. A friend of the narrator, Miško, asked the narrator to breakthe windows on an old lady’s house. The boy refuses to “participate2 In the depicted world of the story, narrator’s decision is considered betrayal bythe rules of his comrades. A direct consequence of such an act is not only an ex-clamation used to chase cattle away: „Git!” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 52), but spitting inhis face, mockery, derision, and contempt of the whole group, as well. 



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017170 MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆin the game”, which causes double punishment: 1) because herefused to participate in the game, the friend broke his windows, 2)his father gave him a vicious beating because of the brokenwindow. Narrator’s refusal to participate in the endeavor is moti-vated by numerous reasons, and the common denominator is –fear. The boy fears punishment, because the old lady will tell theirparents, the teacher, and the police what they had done, and he isafraid of all that, especially his father’s beating. In addition, there isalso internal moral control, because although he doesn’t like theelderly neighbor, breaking her windows seems too severe apunishment.In the short story “Prozor” (Window), social relations arepresented on three interpersonal levels: 1) social community andan ostracized individual within it; 2) a group and a child who breaksthe rules enforced by the leader; 3) patrocentrism and dominationof the father in relation to other family members.The ostracized individual in the depicted community of theAndrić’s short story is the old lady whose windows the boys wantedto break. She is ostracized and shunned by the entire communityand children’s attitude only reflects the attitude of the adults. Thenarrator says “he had a feeling no one liked her” (АнQрић, 1963, p.55), describes her as an “unsociable and meddlesome hag”(АнQрић, 1963, p. 55) and describes her isolated house as “reminis-cent of a witch cottage from fairy tales” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 55).Children’s aversion is partly rationally explained, the old lady was amenace for the neighborhood, especially harsh on children whoplayed under her windows or around her garden. However, thetrue reasons for shunning the old lady cannot be rationallyexplained and their causes are deeply rooted in superstition andprejudice. One of the signs that prejudice exists is the refusal ofcontact with “the others”, ostracism, avoidance, mockery, “hatespeech” or even physical attacks (Маричић, 2009).3 Andrić describes it as follows: „Days have passed and I couldn’t stop thinking about and dwelling on myhumiliation. My entire childhood world has crumbled, and lay at my feet inpieces. I stood above it, failing to understand anything and knowing only onething: that I suffered. I stood there and didn’t know where to disappear andhide under the sky, so humiliated, embarrassed and alone. How should Ibehave toward Milo, Palika and others when all I want is to be their equal, butI cannot, and how should I behave toward Jewish boys who should be attackedand beaten it seems, and I don’t want that” (Andrić, 1963, p. 53).



REFLECTIONS OF SOCIAL RELATIONS IN THE LANGUAGE OF ANDRIĆ’S PROSE…MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆ 171„In our small world, on the steep slopes of Sarajevo suburbs, awoman living alone, through no guilt of her own, was watched withmistrust and wariness, superstitiously assuming that it must be awretched creature that cannot bring joy to herself or others. Some-thing f that superstition floated around the old lady’s house,condensing into an atmosphere of vague fear and dull enmity. Withher mistrust and harshness toward people, the old lady only rein-forced such feelings in these poor and ignorant people” (АнQрић,1963, p. 56).In the quoted passage, epithets that define fear as vague and enmi-ty (feeling similar to hatred only less intense) as dull, reveal apsychological layering of feelings stemming from superstitiousassumptions. A man is afraid of everything that threatens his secu-rity. Rational fears are justified, but even irrational fears, like thefear that there are people who bring misfortune, require a logicalexplanation. Psychological ambiguity of the causes of fear and itsvagueness, as well as the description of the old lady’s house asreminiscent of a witch cottage, shows that this is a reflection of thepagan fear of witches.4 What distinguishes the old lady from therest in her social community is not her character, or her appear-ance – it’s the fact that she lives alone. Andrić uses different lexicalvariations to emphasize this fact: 1) she lives alone; 2) her house isisolated; 3) he describes her as an unsociable hag; 4) there is a state-ment that a woman living alone brings misfortune. Her isolationfrom the community, both social and physical, is the cause of prej-udices about a wretched created that brings misfortune. This„superstitious assumption” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 53) did not ariseamong children who still retain their belief in the magical world offairy tales, populated with fairies, witches, and wizards, but amongadult members of the community, which is explained by the lack ofself-awareness of a modern man by Jung. Criticizing crowd mental-ity, he underlines that by condemning others, we unconsciouslyreveal our own defects, i.e. projecting our own unrecognizedmistakes on others (Jung, 1984). The atmosphere of vague fear ofthe old lady is actually built on the subjective fear of solitudeshared by all community members. This community is described asignorant and poor by Andrić; in addition, the research from the4 Veselin Čajkanović wrote about the widespread belief in the existence of witch-es among the Serbian people (Чајкановић, 1994), and Vladimir Bajer points outto recorded cases of brutal punishment of women who were accused of witch-craft (banishment, persecution, and even murder) (Bajer, 1969).



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017172 MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆ1980s shows that individuals from lower social strata, or thosewhose status has declined, are more prone to manifesting prejudicethan those who belong to higher social classes, or whose status isimproving (Reik and Adcock, 1978).In the depicted social community, fear is disguised and shapedinto a prejudice directed toward the isolated member of thecommunity, and as such, transformed into rejection and silentcondemnation transferred to kids. Transfer of prejudice fromadults to children is explained by the theory of social learning.Allport explains the causes of prejudices in children by the fact thatchildren acquire prejudices by observing the behavior of adultsaround them and imitating that behavior (Allport, 1954). In theperiod when children start to ask questions, answers to those ques-tions commonly include prejudices and stereotypes of the adults. Inthe absence of information or knowledge about others, or based ona deep rooted stereotype, adults form opinions and convey them tochildren. In turn, children, either via direct training, observationor mimicking the verbal and non-verbal behavior of parents andadults adopt their attitudes toward members of a specific group,which causes reliance on “simple and inaccurate beliefs” (Aronson,Wilson, Akert, 2010, p. 434). The narrator’s relationship with his father is marred by fear:“Father’s presence lay on us like a burden, dark shadow, andconstant feeling of unease and fear with which we paid every meal”(АнQрић, 1963, p. 57). The lexemes burden and shadow that under-line the weight of father’s presence and reinforce the feeling of fearand unease are used metaphorically here. They indirectly contrib-ute to the characterization of the father whose traits we learnabout from the narrator’s memory. The narrator describes him as astrict and vicious father, embittered man, never going into details offather’s behavior, his silence, and avoidance of eye contact whichhe used to torture members of his family during family dinners.The causes of the narrator’s fear are not irrational. They culminatein the brutal scene of beating because of the broken window, meta-phorically described by Andrić as an “obscure game, painfulbeyond endurance” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 59). The noun game thusbecomes a symbol of everything it actually isn’t: brutal distortionof reality, its displacement into a harsh domain where participantsin the game violate ethical norms of behavior and rules of humani-ty. Maybe calling such behavior a game is a self-defense mechanismwhich ought to protect an individual from brutality: things that



REFLECTIONS OF SOCIAL RELATIONS IN THE LANGUAGE OF ANDRIĆ’S PROSE…MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆ 173occur are not real and cannot really hurt him. The psychoanalystKaren Horney indicates that in the psychic life of an individual,others regularly appear as models, subjects, helpers or opponents,which makes individual psychology equal to social psychology andvice versa. She believes that the archetypal cause of fear in childrenlies in the absence of love and warmth during childhood, and theoriginal hostility that bears all future conflicts is created from thisfear (Хорнај, 1965). We find the same thought, only expressed inliterary language, in Andrić’s story “Prozor” (Window). He says:“All our life, we are trying to cure ourselves of childhood” (АнQрић,1963, p. 60). The act of window breaking represents revenge for the narra-tor’s refusal to participate in the breaking of the old lady’swindows. This act reflects the relationship between a group and amember who refused to follow the rules defined by the leader. Theboy who organized the quest of window breaking is described bythe narrator as “small and unsightly, but courageous and daring”(АнQрић, 1963, p. 55). The aforementioned description containsfour epithets, two in each pair, connected with a coordinatingconjunction but. The conjunction but indicates a semantic contrastof the epithets, a small and unsightly individual is not expected tobe courageous and daring. The next description also involves acontrast: “Miško is a person with erratic displays of wickedness andkindness”. His behavior, although in contrast with his appearance,helps him establish dominance in the group, and although he isyounger than the narrator, he is the de facto leader who plans anddesigns all the gang’s quests and activities. Courage and daring aredominant in relation to physical characteristics, whereas unpre-dictability and explosiveness in behavior indicate the desire fordomination. Position of the leader and authority make up for otherphysical defects, but to maintain that position, one needs to subju-gate other members, either through fear or admiration. The punishment mechanism described in the Andrić’s shortstory “Prozor” (Window) is depicted from a distorted ethicalperspective. The boy is punished twice for something he didn’t do.In reality, there is no guilt, but the narrator’s refusal to participatein the activity of window breaking is not motivated by moralreasons, but by fear of the act. The very knowledge that thewindows will be broken nonetheless and that he failed to dissuadeothers from participating out of fear makes him an accomplice. Inreal life, fear is also the primary cause of inaction and unconscious



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017174 MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆguilt. Fromm and Suzuki (Fromm & Suzuki) point out that theconscious and unconscious in an individual are socially condi-tioned. They depend on the structure of a society and the patternsof feelings and opinions it shapes. In order to survive, human soci-ety has to model the character of its members, so that “anindividual cannot afford to harbor feelings and thoughts that donot match the patterns of his culture, instead, he is forced tosuppress them” (Фром и Сузуки, 1977, p. 227). Suppression ismasked by the willing pretense that a person wants to do things heis actually forced to do, because a different behavior would producesome form of social condemnation or punishment. The short story “Kula” (Tower) also indicates the impact of fami-ly and society in creating prejudices. The story is told from thethird-person perspective, by an omniscient narrator, who uses atower, in reality an old Ottoman gunpowder warehouse, to tell astory about the childhood of his main hero, the boy Lazar. Same asin the stories “Deca” (Children) and “Prozor” (Window), here wealso have the memories of a mature man. There are three units,actually three fragments of memory of the tower in the narrative,and each of them contains a memory of a traumatic event which issomehow associated with the tower. The first fragment is a memory of painful punches the boyreceived while playing. Here we also have a war game in which chil-dren are divided into “us and them”, i.e. “Serbs and Turks”(АнQрић, 1963, p. 10). This division illustrates the social context ofthe children’s game and its connection to historical events. Thedivision is not made by ethnic group, instead members of the samegroup divide themselves in two groups, so their punches are“gentle and symbolic”, but in contrast, “exaltation and glory aregenuine” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 11). In this game, which represented a“magical and innocent battle” for Lazar, someone punched theboy’s fingers “viciously hard”. Physical pain soon turns intopsychological pain. The boy now has a sense of real war and realenemy who hits without mercy. He feels stunned, cheated, anddisgusted. The second fragment is related to fear. Lazar is passingthrough the tower’s courtyard on his own. There are no playmates,games, racing. He feels that he is in a strange and unknown world,far from everything that is familiar. The sense of fear is describedas groundless and overwhelming. The third fragment is related tothe sense of awkwardness and fear, when a girl strayed into thetower. All these memories are connected by game, fear, and pain,



REFLECTIONS OF SOCIAL RELATIONS IN THE LANGUAGE OF ANDRIĆ’S PROSE…MIRJANA M. STAKIĆ, ALEKSANDRA V. JANKOVIĆ 175but they also symbolically show the path to inner maturation of anindividual, as well as temptations and obstacles that follow him onthis path. We will examine the third fragment of memory in terms ofreflection of social relations, when a girl Smiljka strayed into thetower. The narrator says that girls never took part in the gameswithin and around the tower, so Smiljka’s unexpected appearancewas like seeing a “creature from another world” (АнQрић, 1963, p.14). The main layer of meaning of this comparison emphasizes thefactor of surprise, the appearance of a girl surprised and confusedthe boys; however, in the hidden layers of meaning, this compari-son indicates a sharp separation of the patriarchal society to menand women. In the period of primary socialization which begins inthe early childhood (Hofstede, Hofstede, Minkov, 2010), a child in apatriarchal society is faced with numerous stereotypes that under-line the subordinate role of women. Even in literary works read,sung or told to children (lullabies, fairy tales, etc.), women aresubordinate: they are weak, helpless and look to men for help.Svirčev interprets the reducing of women to instability and fragili-ty as the patriarchate’s alibi for repressive control of women(Svirčev, 2010, p. 67). Trebješanin explains the endurance of suchattitudes in modern society by the very traits of prejudices, whicharen’t based on actual experience or rational arguments, rather,they are contaminated by affect and extreme resistance to changes(Trebješanin, 2008).The hero remembers when the girl is approached by the boyĐorđije, the oldest and strongest among the boys. This moment isdescribed with a comparison that Đorđije pounced on her “like asparrow hawk swooping on a chicken” (АнQрић, 1963, p. 14). Thiscomparison doesn’t only reveal the author’s deeply-rooted connec-tion with folk tradition and lexicon, but it also reflects thepsychological relationship between the victim and her pursuer.The narrator has mixed feelings, which is why he displays anunconscious reaction in the manifestation of the prejudice. Đorđijewhom he never liked, seems even more repulsive in thosemoments, but he also appears much older and bigger, “majestic,worthy of sympathy and admiration somehow” (АнQрић, 1963, p.15). The contrast in the descriptions shows that “in his emotionalreactions to social phenomena, an individual doesn’t have to reactharmoniously and agreeably in emotional terms, instead, his reac-tions can be characterized by ambivalence” (Dimoski, 2012, p. 606).
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